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Earlier this month we published an article that Uber was in
talks to sell their air taxi business to Joby Aviation. Well, the
$75M deal came through. Details below.
We have several articles this week about cutting-edge
research at UCSC. I continue to be impressed with how much
our local scientists and researchers are contributing to the
understanding of Covid-19.
There's more. Scroll down and start reading!
Sara Isenberg
Founder, Publisher, Editor-in-Chief
Santa Cruz Tech Beat
http://santacruztechbeat.com
PS: If you want to stay on top of the news without waiting each
week for this digest, follow us on Facebook , Instagram, and
Twitter. Want to increase website traffic? List your company or
organization in our business catalog for only $69 a year.

Top Stories
Joby Aviation acquires Uber's air
taxi business in $75M deal. Read the

Our
Partners

article.
UCSC researchers develop a new
method to detect COVID-19
antibodies that provides rapid
results for antibody testing. Read
the article.
California releases CA Notify to help
residents assist in contact tracing
and disease monitoring effort. Read
the article.
ApisProtect, a bee monitoring
innovator, announces the US launch
of its commercial honey bee
monitoring platform. Read the
article.
Robotics expert Leila Takayama
seeks to improve human-robot
interactions to better understand the
dynamics on both sides of the
relationship. Read the article.
UCSC scientists discuss how the
mRNA vaccine works. "If there's a
silver lining to this pandemic, it’s
that we’ve had a reason to test out
new technologies..." Read the
article.
Watch: Western Growers Center for
Innovation & Technology (WGCIT)
hosts webinar to learn more about IP
and patents in AgTech. Read the

article.
Terrie Williams explores how the
diving physiology of marine
mammals can help us understand
the effects of COVID-19. Read the
article.

Jobs/Internships
View all job openings.
Post your job. Our jobs page is
the most popular page in our
website!

Events
Go to our events page for the
most current information.
Submit your event.

Santa Cruz Tech Beat is the heartbeat of TECH in the
Monterey Bay. News, Events, Jobs, Resources, Thought
Leadership, and more!
Visit our website, follow on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
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Subscribe to our weekly news digest (free).
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